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A new water sharing plan for the Richmond River 

A summary of proposed changes in the draft Water Sharing Plan for 
the Richmond River Area Unregulated, Regulated and Alluvial Water 
Sources 2023 

Water sharing plans in NSW are the primary legal framework for managing water access and 
sharing in NSW. The plans are valid for 10 years from their start date.  

Near the end of the 10-year term, the Natural Resource Commission (NRC) conducts a formal review 
to identify any changes necessary to deliver better outcomes for all water users, including 
the environment. 

Under the Water Management Act 2000, the minister may extend a water sharing plan for another 10 
years or replace it with a changed plan, on consideration of the recommendation of the NRC. 

In 2021, the NRC completed its review of the Water Sharing Plan for the Richmond River Area 
Unregulated, Regulated and Alluvial Water Sources 2010 and recommended its replacement. This 
replacement is due by 1 July 2023. A copy of the NRC report is available from the Publications pages 
of the NRC website. 

A new water sharing plan – the Water Sharing Plan for the Richmond River Area Unregulated, 
Regulated and Alluvial Water Sources 2023 – has been drafted. When finalised, this plan will replace 
the current Water Sharing Plan for the Richmond River Area Unregulated, Regulated and Alluvial 
Water Sources 2010. 

Due to the recent extreme flooding in the Richmond River catchment changes proposed to the draft 
water sharing plan have been minimised. The changes proposed below are state-wide policy 
changes applying to all coastal water sharing plans or changes that are not expected to impact on 
any individual licence holders’ daily access to water. We are not proposing changes at this time to 
the specific water access rules in the plan that define the flow classes, cease to pump and 
commence to pump rules. These access rules are about when water users must stop taking water. 
Access rules are the parts of the plans that have the most impact on water users and the 
environment and we understand the community is unable to engage fully at this time.  

This factsheet provides a summary of the proposed changes to the plan ranging from additional 
water sharing rules to administrative amendments. 

Additional new water source 
The proposed replacement plan for the Richmond River includes a new water source – the Richmond 
River Coastal Floodplain Alluvial Groundwater Source. The plan map has been changed to reflect 
the inclusion of this water source. 

https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/copyright
https://www.nrc.nsw.gov.au/publications
https://www.nrc.nsw.gov.au/publications
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This new water source covers the alluvial floodplain deposits which are hydrogeologically distinct 
from the upriver alluvial deposits which are more connected to surface water. A long-term average 
annual extraction limit of 13 000 ML/year. is proposed for this water source.  

Trading into the water source is prohibited. However, trading within the water source is permitted, 
subject to an assessment of impacts on other water users and the environment, which happens once 
a trade application is made.  

Licence shares in this water source may be granted through an unassigned water, controlled 
allocation process. Any future water allocations will be limited to volumes that reflect likely 
sustainable yields of water of a suitable quality for the intended purpose. 

Aboriginal community development and Aboriginal cultural specific-purpose access licences may 
also be granted in this water source  

Water source boundary correction 
Based on community feedback and updated spatial data sets, a small portion of the boundary 
between the Coraki and Wyrallah water sources has been realigned to correctly follow the 
geographical high point between the two water sources. This change is also reflected on the plan 
map.  

The proposed correction will impact a single current licence that will be amended to reflect the 
boundary change. If you have not been contacted, then this change will not affect your licences or 
access to water.   

Establish new Bungawalbin Creek Tidal and Non Tidal 
management zones  
The current plan includes specific trade rules for the Bungawalbin Creek sub-catchment but does 
not establish management zones. To improve clarity and to support locally relevant trade access 
rules, the draft Richmond 2023 plan proposes to establish:   

• Bungawalbin Creek Tidal Management Zone (including Sandy Creek) 

• Bungawalbin Creek Non Tidal Management Zone  

The extent of the proposed management zones are reflected on the plan map. It should be noted 
that the proposed Bungawalbin Tidal Management Zone includes the tidal portion of Sandy Creek.  

Upon plan finalisation, work approvals and licences associated with works within the extent of the 
proposed zones will be amended to reflect the respective zone.  

Trade is not permitted into either the Bungawalbin Creek Non Tidal or Tidal management zones.  
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Amalgamation of the Coopers Creek Alluvial and 
Unregulated Water Sources source 
The current Coopers Creek Alluvial water source is a legacy artefact of the original Coopers Creek 
Water sharing plan before it was amalgamated into the Richmond River water sharing plan.  

The management arrangements in the current plan are essentially the same as those applied for all 
the other unconsolidated alluvium managed as part of the other unregulated water sources. 

In order to simplify and improve consistency, it is proposed to disapply the current separate alluvial 
water source and manage the alluvium as part of the Coopers Creek Water Source – as per the other 
water sources.  

There are no licences associated with the current Coopers Creek Alluvial water source, therefore 
this change will have no impact on current licence holders or their access arrangements .  

The plan map has been updated to reflect this change. 

Identification of planned environmental water provisions  
Planned environmental water is a key component of water sharing plans. The current Richmond 
River 2010 plan has discrete sections on planned environmental water that point to other parts of 
the plan to identify where water is reserved for the environment.   

Instead of having a separate section on planned environmental water, the draft Richmond 2023 plan 
includes rules associated with planned environmental water in the relevant sections. We have 
included clauses at the start of the sections that relate to planned environmental water.   

These sections reflect the planned environmental water provisions in Clause 17 of the Richmond 
2010 plan.  

New definition for long-term average annual extraction 
limits 
The long-term average annual extraction limit (LTAAEL) determines the maximum amount of water 
that can be extracted from a water source over the long term.  

In response to recommendations from the NRC, the LTAAEL for the extraction management units of 
the Richmond River and the Evans River Catchment have been split into 2 components – the 
standard LTAAEL and the higher-flow LTAAEL. 

The standard LTAAEL applies to take from all flows by all licenced entitlements (except high flow 
only extraction licences) and includes all basic landholder rights – native title rights, domestic and 
stock rights and harvestable rights that existed at the commencement of the first water sharing 
plan. This is a fixed volume. 

Including basic landholder rights in the standard LTAAEL and fixing its volume allows us to manage 
any growth in water extraction. If extraction increases to more than 5% above the standard LTAAEL 
(from licenced take or basic landholder rights take), a reduced available water determination will be 
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announced to bring extractions back down to the extraction limit. The reduced determination can 
only be applied to licenced water users. 
The higher flow LTAAEL applies to extraction that can only occur from high flows. This volume can 
vary as licences are converted to high flows or as specific purpose access licences are granted in 
high flows, such as licences for initial fills of dams or Aboriginal Community Development Licences. 

Surface water water supply works approvals 
The Water Management Act 2000 requires that construction and use of new water supply works 
cause no more than minimal harm to water sources or their dependant ecosystems. The draft plan 
includes a number of provisions in relation to water supply work approvals.  

As a result of this new information, the replacement water sharing plan proposes changes to rules 
applying to water supply works approvals: 

• prohibiting construction or amendment of in-river dams on streams of third-order or higher in 
water sources we have identified as having high ecological value and that currently have the 
prohibition in place, specifically: 

• in addition to the 10 water sources where they are prohibited in the Richmond 2010 plan, in the 
following 6 more additional water sources:   

⎯ Eden Creek  

⎯ Gradys Creek  

⎯ Kyogle Area  

⎯ Leycester Creek  

⎯ Myrtle Creek  

⎯ Shannon Brook.  

• prohibiting construction or amendment of water supply work approvals where there will be 
more than minimal impact on coastal and Ramsar wetlands in water sources: 

⎯ within 3 km upstream of, or within, a declared Ramsar wetland 

⎯ within 200 m upstream of, or within, coastal wetlands. 

Updated groundwater-dependent ecosystem map 
Recent work by the department has identified additional high-probability, high-priority 
groundwater-dependent ecosystems. The map in the draft plan includes the additional 
groundwater-dependent ecosystems.  

The draft plan includes rules that restrict or prohibit new water supply works (bores) within 
specified distances of groundwater-dependent ecosystems.  

Distance rules for groundwater bores in alluvial aquifers 
The draft plan proposes new rules to govern the minimum distance that groundwater bores can be 
located from certain sites or areas. The plan proposes: 
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To prohibit new groundwater works (bores) within an area classed as having a high probability of the 
occurrence of acid sulfate soils, unless there is not likely to be significant risk of water source 
acidification.   

For groundwater works (bores) located near contamination sources we propose to add additional 
distance restrictions for groundwater works to be prohibited within: 

• 500 m of a contamination source identified within the plan  

• 250 m of an onsite sewage disposal system unless the water supply work is: 

⎯ constructed with cement grout in the borehole annulus to a minimum depth of 20 m from 
the ground surface 

⎯ located at a sufficient distance from the on-site sewage disposal system to prevent 
migration of septic contamination in the aquifer. 

For groundwater works located near high priority groundwater-dependant ecosystems we propose 
to add additional distance restrictions for groundwater works to be prohibited within 200 metres of 
a wetland.  

Additionally, a water supply work approval must not be granted or amended in any water source 
unless the minister’s opinion is that there will be no more than minimal harm to any wetland mapped 
under the State Environment Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards) 2021. 

For groundwater works located near groundwater-dependent culturally significant sites we are 
proposing to remove two exemptions to the distance rule of 200 metres from any groundwater-
dependent culturally significant sites. These are: 

• the distance restriction does not apply if the water supply work replaces an existing water 
supply work that is part of a bore network for a major utility or a local water utility for the 
purpose of town water supply 

• the distance restriction does not apply if the bore is sealed off above the slotted intervals with 
an impermeable seal between the casing and bore hole. 

We propose a new section within this part of the draft plan which details specifically the distance 
restrictions and exemptions for granting or amending groundwater works used solely for Basic 
Landholder Rights (BLR). This proposed section includes the following: 

Water supply works (bores) used solely for basic landholder rights must not be granted or amended 
if the bore is located within: 

• 100 m of a government monitoring bore 

• 40 m from the top of the high bank of a river 

• 100 m of any high-priority, groundwater-dependent ecosystem  

• 100 m of a groundwater-dependent, culturally significant area 

• 100 m of a wetland. 

These location distance restrictions do not apply if the bore: 

• is a replacement bore 
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• is to be located where the ecosystem concerned is not groundwater dependent or it can be 
shown that there will be no more than minimal harm to any groundwater-dependent 
ecosystem 

• at a lesser distance would result in no more than minimal harm to any groundwater-
dependent, culturally significant area 

• at a lesser distance would result in no more than minimal harm to a wetland. 

For replacement of existing groundwater works we propose to change the percentage of the 
internal diameter, in comparison to the bore being replaced, if that diameter is no longer 
manufactured, from 110 % to 120 %. Unless the existing bore’s internal diameter is less than 100 mm, 
in which case the internal diameter must be no more than 100 mm. 

Additionally, we propose that a replacement bore may be permitted to a different depth within the 
water source, or greater than 20 m from the existing bore, if it can be determined that it will not 
adversely impact: 

• a water source 

• a high priority groundwater dependent ecosystem 

• public health and safety 

• a groundwater-dependent culturally significant area 

• take of water by another user with an existing water supply work. 

For specific detail of all groundwater works approvals current and proposed rules please see the 
Report Card for Draft Rules for Groundwater Works Approvals. 

Estimated water requirements for basic landholder rights 
and licensed take 
The draft plan provides updated estimates of water requirements for basic landholder rights that 
take into consideration recent data sets for urban areas, number of houses and land use. We have 
also updated the total volumes or unit shares specified in the share components of all access 
licences to reflect current information. 

Access rules and flow reference points 
Due to recent severe flooding we are proposing not to make changes at this time to the specific 
water access rules in the plan that define the flow classes, cease to pump and commence to pump 
rules. These are the rules about when water users must stop taking water. Access rules are the 
parts of the plans that have the most impact on water users and the environment and we 
understand the community is unable to engage fully at this time.  

We propose to include an amendment provision in the plan that will enable us to consult with the 
community on water access rules within the first 5 years of the plan when the community is in a 
better position to fully engage. 

https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/water/plans-programs/water-sharing-plans/recently-on-public-exhibition/richmond-river/report-cards/groundwater-works-approvals.pdf
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Aboriginal community development licences  
The draft plan proposes to allow for applications for Aboriginal community development licences in 
the Coastal Floodplain Alluvial Groundwater Source to a combined limit of all licences in the water 
source being no more than 9,048 ML/year as there is unallocated water in the water source. 

The draft plan proposes the prohibition of Aboriginal community development licences in the 
following water sources as there are either no gauges, which are required to manage high flow, or 
there is a high risk that extraction during high flows will have adverse ecological impacts:  

• Eden Creek 

• Leycester Creek 

• Myrtle Creek 

• Shannon Brook. 

Total and individual daily extraction limits 
We propose to remove references to total and individual daily extraction limits (TDELs and IDELs) 
from the plan and include an amendment provision to introduce IDELs if required. 

TDELs and IDELs cannot currently be implemented because of the lack of metering and flow 
gauging. However, we believe that TDELs and IDELs are an appropriate management tool where 
they are practical. We want to be able to introduce them in the future if required, pending suitable 
infrastructure and metering. 

Trade rules  
Trading is not permitted: 

• between water sources that are not hydrologically connected (that is, the water sources do 
not drain into each other), or  

• into water sources that have high ecological value.  

The draft plan proposes that trade or dealings provisions for several water sources are updated to 
align with the above limitations. 

Trade is no longer permitted into Shannon Brook and Eden Creek water sources due to high 
ecological values. 

Trading into the new Richmond Area Coastal Floodplain Alluvial Groundwater Source is prohibited 
due to low hydrological connectivity. 

Trade into Alstonville Water Source will now be permitted as long as there is no increase in 
entitlement above the volume that exists at the commencement of the new plan. 

For the Coopers Creek Water Source, trade from Coopers Creek tributaries into the main trunk of 
Coopers Creek is now permitted. 
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The intent of the 2010 plan was to allow for trade of upstream water (to a combined maximum of 
2000 ML) into the Richmond and Wyrallah tidal pool management zones. However, the specific 
wording of the plan and a delay in establishing licences prevented the original trade intent from 
being implemented. 

The draft plan proposes to prohibit trade of water from upstream into the Richmond and Wyrallah 
tidal pool management zones, however 2500 ML of entitlement is now permitted to be traded 
between the Richmond and Wyrallah tidal pool management zones – a long standing request of 
stakeholders which has now been modelled and shows no impact on the movement of the salt 
wedge upstream as a result of trade. 

New management zones have been created for Bungawalbin Creek. A tidal management zone and a 
non-tidal management zone. Trade is not permitted into either the Bungawalbin Creek Non Tidal or 
Tidal management zones.  

The proposed new rules aim to protect high ecological values and enable trading to maximise social 
and economic opportunities. 

High-flow conversions (HFC) rules 
Water can be granted for extraction in high flows in the form of a high flow access licence in some 
water sources. To obtain water under a high flow access licence, shares of an unregulated river 
access licence need to be surrendered. To encourage uptake of high flow conversions, 1 unit share 
of unregulated river access licence can be converted to 5 unit shares of high flow access licence.  

HFCs are now permitted in the Coopers Creek Water Source and there are minor changes to 
maximum volumes for conversion permissible for those water sources where HFCs were already 
permitted. 

Due to high flow stress or there being no flow gauge in the water source, conversion to high flow is 
proposed to not be permitted in the following water sources: 

• Myrtle Creek 

• Eden Creek. 

Possible effect of increased harvestable rights 
In October 2021 the then Minister for Water, Property and Housing announced an increase in 
harvestable rights for coastal catchments in NSW. 

This recent change has potential to effect downstream flow frequency and duration.  The access 
and trade rules will manage provision of water for the environment and basic landholder rights.  

An amendment provision is proposed in the plans to enable the plan to be changed if there is 
significant uptake of additional harvestable rights. 

The proposed amendment provision requires the department to monitor the uptake of harvestable 
rights by year 5 of the plan. If uptake has grown to above 10% of rainfall runoff, access rules for the 
water sharing plan can be reviewed. 
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More information 
The draft water sharing plan and other fact sheets are available from the Water pages of the 
department's website. 

https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/water
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/water

